
Lincoln County Maps

These mapping tools are designed to allow you to explore Lincoln County geographically and acquire information about 
taxlots and surveys. 

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the user. Users should 
review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Toolbar

Zoom To City

Tabs

Click to zoom to the full 
extent of Lincoln County.

Click to display coordinates, measure distances, 
or measure areas of custom polygons, results, 
and sketches.

Click to identify taxlots, 
surveys and section 
lines in Lincoln County, 
as well as various 
services and districts.

Click to select taxlots, 
surveys or section lines 
in Lincoln County

Click to print 
your map.

Click to search for 
taxlots or surveys.

Use the sketch tools to create custom designs, 
to edit sketches, to import or export feature 
data, and to add labels to the map.

General Navigation:

• Users can click and drag with their mouse to pan around the map, use the scroll wheel to zoom in 
and out, click the Plus and Minus buttons to incrementally zoom in and out, and use the Zoom to 
City drop-down box to zoom to various cities within Lincoln County.

• Users can also hold shift while clicking and dragging on the map to draw a box to zoom to.
• Users can also copy the URL or use the Display Bookmark tool to share their map at their current 

extent with other users.

Click to return to your initial extent 
and clear any modifications.

Use the catalog tab to turn various layers on and off 
(including aerial photos, taxlots, and surveys). Click ‘None’ 
to turn off any aerial photo.

Click to create a link to 
your map or search for a 
list of taxlots.

Click to hide or unhide the catalog and results tab.



For each selected taxlot account 
basic attributes and tools will be 
displayed. For more information 
view the map image or property 
report.

Lincoln County Maps – Taxlot Query Help

One of the primary goals for Maps is to provide you with searchable access to property information in Lincoln County. Two 
basic tools exist for searching taxlots based on an attribute.

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the user. Users should 
review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Simple Search: This search lets you find taxlots quickly. With a simple entry you can search by owner name, address, 
account, or map taxlot number as follows: 

Owner Name:  Enter the first and/or last name separated by a space. (ie. 
Lincoln County or Hughes). 

Address: Enter the street name, or house number, direction, and street name 
separated by a space  (ie. 210 SW 2nd). 

Account Number:  Enter R followed by a single six digit account number 
(i.e. R430093).

MapTaxlot:  Enter the map taxlot number for the account (ie. 11-11-08-BA-
02600). Remember to include leading and trailing 0’s as needed (See 
Example 2 below).

In general, providing less specific information returns more results. For 
example, if 180 NE SILETZ HWY returns no results, simply search SILETZ 
HWY.

Advanced Search: This search lets you search on multiple attributes (fields) when searching for taxlots to more easily 
find specific results. 

Search by: Owner, Address, Account Number, or Map Taxlot.

Empty box: Add information in the specific box to search for that attribute. 
Add information in multiple boxes to search for results that match both 
attributes.

Example 1: Find a taxlot owned 
by Lincoln County on Olive Street.

Example 2: Find a taxlot that begins with 11-11-08-BA on Olive 
Street. When searching taxlots use leading zeros when the number 
of digits in the taxlot is less then five. For example, taxlot 100 will 
be 00100 and taxlot 6300 will be 06300.  

Zoom to All Results

Results: Once a selected set has been created the results will appear in the tab.

Zoom to a Specific Result

Remove a Result

Buffer a Specific Result

Search by List: The Search Taxlots By List tool in the Advanced Tools Drop-Down menu allows you to input a list of 
taxlots to search.

This search accepts as an input either the 6 digit account number 
(including the leading R) as well as the complete taxlot number 
(including any leading or trailing 0’s). Remember to use a comma 
between values. 

Buffer All Results



Lincoln County Maps – Survey Query Help

One of the goals is to provide you with searchable access to survey information in Lincoln County.

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the user. Users 
should review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Search by: Survey number, client name, subdivision, clerk recording number, surveyor name, survey type, or survey date. 

Empty box: Add information in a specific box to search for that attribute. Add information in multiple boxes to search for 
results that match both attributes.

Example 1: Find Survey 
Number “01234”.

Example 2: Find the 
“Seagrove” subdivision. 

Example 3: Find surveys 
completed by “Burdett” on 
April 8th, 1960. 

Zoom to All Results

Results: Once a selected set has been created the results will appear in the tab.

Advanced Search: This search lets you search on multiple attributes (fields) when searching for surveys to more easily 
find specific results. 

Example 4: Find all 
surveys completed in 
January of 2018

For each survey, basic 
attributes and tools will 
be displayed. 

Zoom to a Specific Result

Remove a Result

Buffer a Specific Result

Lincoln County Maps – Measure Help

Use the Measure tool to find coordinates, determine the length of lines, or measure the area of 
polygons, results, or sketches.

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the 
user. Users should review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Select the appropriate measure option to measure points, lines, or polygons. Click 
once to add vertices for a line or polygon and double click to finish adding the 
feature. To use the Feature From: Results or Drawing and Markup options, use the 
search or select tools to find results, or use the Sketch Tools to add a sketch to the 
map. Then click on the feature that you would like to measure (currently can only 
measure contiguous polygons).

Display coordinates at clicked location 
(latitude and longitude)

Measure the length or area of a 
line or polygon

Measure a result or sketch on 
your map by clicking on it

Change your unit of measurement

Buffer All Results



Lincoln County Maps – Results Help

Once you have results on your map (either by selecting or searching for data), you have 
additional options to further interact with your data. 

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk 
of the user. Users should review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Tab Results

Users can zoom to all results, or zoom, remove, and buffer individual results or all results. Users 
can also view their results in a table.

See total number of results

Zoom to all results

Zoom to an individual result

Hover over an individual result to highlight 
it on your map

Table Results

Users can zoom to individual results, export results as a csv, filter results, sort columns, or zoom 
to individual results.

Export results to a CSV/Excel

Minimize Table
Sort Results

Filter Results (i.e. remove any taxlots
owned by the United States)

Remove an individual result

Buffer a specific result

Show table results

Zoom to, remove, or buffer an individual result

Buffer all results



Lincoln County Maps – Buffer Help

Use the Buffer tool to select data that align with results on your map. For example, after searching for a 
taxlot, you can find all taxlots that are within 500 feet of that taxlot.

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the 
user. Users should review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Buffer From Results

You can run a buffer by selecting or searching for data, and then buffering from 
either an individual result, or from all results. 

1. Use the select or search tools to find results.

2. Refine your results by deleting individual results if needed.

3. Click the “Buffer feature” icon (from an individual result, or from all results).

4. Choose the dataset you wish to buffer for (the results you wish to find on the 
map).

5. Specify the distance around the feature(s) you wish to use for the buffer.

6. Specify the unit of measurement.

7. Click “GO”.
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Lincoln County Maps – Sketch Help

Access the Drawing and Markup tools within the Catalog tab to add drawings to your map. These 
features will exist as long as your map is open, are included in any map you print, and can be exported. 

Disclaimer: Lincoln County government use only. Use for any other purpose is entirely at the risk of the 
user. Users should review the primary information sources to ascertain their usability.

Adding Points, Lines, and Polygons:  Click ‘Open Drawing Tools’ in the sketch tools to show the 
tools in your map, and then select the appropriate option in the top-left corner of your map. Click 
once add vertices for a line or polygon and double click to finish adding the feature. At that point 
you can choose to modify the attributes (add labels, change colors, adjust transparency) or accept 
the defaults. Click the ‘End Drawing’ box to return to the drawing tools.

Editing Features:  Click the ‘Modify a drawn feature’ button to edit the geometries of sketches you’ve 
created, then click on the drawing you would like to edit. When using the modify tool, points will 
highlight blue when hovering over them, and a blue dot will appear over line segments and vertices 
that can be modified. Click the checkmark to accept changes and the cancel changes button to discard 
changes.

Click and drag 
to move a 
vertex

Click and drag a point

Click and drag on a segment 
of a line or polygon to 
create a new vertex

Click to add a point or 
vertex.

Double Click to end a 
drawing for lines and 
polygons.

Editing Feature Attributes:  To change how features appear on your map, click the ‘Edit feature 
properties’ button, and then click on a sketch. These are the same options that appear when you 
initially create the drawing.

Add a label to a 
feature

Change font 
color and size of 
labels

Change the 
color, size, and 
transparency of 
outlines

Change the color 
and transparency 
of the fill of a 
polygon

Zoom to any sketches that you have added

Import or Export sketches as a KML or GeoJSON (using 
programs such as Google Earth, Google Maps, or QGIS) 
Imported files must be in WGS 84 (EPSG:4326)

Remove all sketches from your map

Access the tools to add or edit 
sketches directly in your map

Drawing Tools:  Upon clicking the ‘Open Drawing Tools button (the pencil in the Sketch Tools in 
the catalog), additional tools appear in the top-left corner of your map, allowing you to draw 
points, lines, or polygons, modify your drawings, or change the attributes of your drawings. 
Hovering over each tool tells you the function of that tool.

Add a point, polygon, 
or line to your map

Modify the geometry 
of one of your 
drawings

Remove a 
Drawing by 
clicking on it

Edit attributes of a 
drawing (color, 
transparency, size, labels)

Close the 
drawing tools


